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This study aims to determine how effective the distribution of direct cash
assistance was conducted in the Village Way Halim Permai Sukarame District in
the year 2008/2009 be seen from the targeting accuracy, the accuracy of the
amount and timeliness. The method used is descriptive research method. The
population in this study is the overall poor households in Kelurahanan Way Halim
Permai Sukarame District who receive direct cash assistance from the government
which amounted to 591 heads of households. The number of samples is 86
respondents from the overall population.

Based on the results of research that shows that to know the precise target of the
BLT evaluated from the need to eat in a day, fulfilling the needs of protein (meat /
milk / egg), buying new clothes, use of health facilities, size of house floor area,
the state house walls, drinking water sources , use of equipment for cooking,
electricity usage, data collection in urban areas outside Halim Permai Way, and
error data collection in Way Halim Permai Outer region obtained an average
percentage of 75.05% achievement of highly effective category. Later visits to the
accuracy of the amount of funds received BLT RTM reviewed from the aspects of
suitability given the amount of money, cutting the number of BLT, BLT benefits
to meet the demand, the amount of funds provided equally BLT obtained an
average percentage of 81.00 in the category of achievement is very effective.
While the views of the BLT distribution timeliness timely review of scheduling
and recording process, the appropriateness of the timing of the KKB, and the
appropriateness of time and place of distribution of funds obtained by the average
percentage of 79.44 in the category of achievement is very effective.

Results and Conclusions on the implementation of the overall distribution of these
three aspects, namely on the basis of target accuracy, precision number, and
timeliness of distribution of BLT in The Village Way Halim Permai obtained an
average percentage of achievement amounted to 78.49% and based on assessment



categories are in the category of very effective.


